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Looking for the best nightclub in Melbourne? Sorry Grandma fits that label like a glove. If ever you
are in Melbourne on a weekend and looking for a place to have a blast, then nightclubs are the
place to go to. You are sure to find all that you are looking for and more.

The best nightclub in Melbourne delivers tons of exciting fun elements for the young crowd. Do you
dig Europop music? There are clubs that play such music exclusively for you and even some theme
clubs where you can enjoy retro music from the 1980s.

Want more info about the weekend club scene in Melbourne? Look online and find detailed
information about the most happening and exclusive weekend clubs in the locality. The best thing
about searching these places online is that you get to read reviews too from people who have
frequented these places. This way you can judge the place in advance and know what exactly to
expect. Local stores are also a good source of information to check out the scene before you make
a decision.

Is DJ music your way of enjoying Fridays and Saturdays with your close friends? There are clubs
that have guest DJs especially to entertain you and your friends and to set you grooving to the most
pulsating and energetic numbers, live. If your stars are good, you might even come across an
international DJ at one of the best nightclub in Melbourne.

The area around King Street is the most happening place in Melbourne and you are sure to find that
largest gathering of weekend party goers here. The place is a mixture of the ordinary and the ultra
and everything in between. Situated in King Street is Sorry Grandma, an asylum of pure pleasure
that is making waves among the young party goers and night clubbers.

The place is just a couple of years old but is known for its vibrant party atmosphere. The real party
fuel is the music that is easily among the very best on the Melbourne weekends clubbing scene.
The club is designed by Australiaâ€™s best talent Michael Delany and has all the fun elements
combining in just the right proportion to deliver an experience that makes you come back for more.

The best nightclub in Melbourne is the place to be for a simple evening cocktail, a furious dance
workout or for a late night hook up. Make your choice now.
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Ben Bradshaw - About Author:
Were you at one of the coolest & a best nightclub in melbourne over the past weekend? If you were
not, you certainly missing out Sorry Grandma - an amazingly fun, trendy and funky nightclub. Relive
the Fun With a sorry grandma photos saturdays. a sorry grandma saturday guestlist for these
parties are strictly limited to the younger crowd.
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